Quiz: Add Questions

This process adds questions already created to a quiz.

There are three major steps to creating a quiz:

1. creating a question bank
2. specifying the quiz timing and details such as feedback
3. adding questions from a question bank to the quiz

The process on this page outlines the 3rd step.

To add questions, click the Edit quiz link in the Gear menu for the quiz.

If there are no questions added yet, click the Edit quiz button.

Next, click the Add link on the right side of the screen.

In this Add menu you’ll see options to create a new question, insert an existing question from question bank, or add a random question from the question bank.

Question bank

If adding a question from the question bank, users can Select a category and then a single question by clicking the plus (+) sign. You can add multiple questions by selecting the checkboxes to choose multiple questions at once, and clicking the Add selected questions to the quiz button.

Random question

If adding a random question, you can select the Category and the Number of random questions from that category.

Preview the quiz

To preview your quiz, select Preview from the gear icon on the main quiz page. Previewing a quiz displays the questions, navigation and timer being used.

Note: We recommend instructors always preview the quiz before making it available to students.
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